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Disclaimer

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION IS PROVIDED FOR EDUCATIONAL OR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY ON AN "AS IS, WHERE IS" BASIS. IT IS NOT INTENDED TO PROVIDE LEGAL, ACCOUNTING, TAX OR INVESTING ADVICE AND SHOULD NOT BE RELIED UPON IN THAT RESPECT. YOU SHOULD CONSIDER SEEKING THE ADVICE OF A PROFESSIONAL PRIOR TO ACTING OR RELYING ON THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION. DULUTH METALS LIMITED ("DULUTH METALS") DISCLAIMS TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW ALL WARRANTIES, CONDITIONS, TERMS AND REPRESENTATIONS, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, MERCHANTABILITY, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT, WITH RESPECT TO THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION. THERE IS NO WARRANTY, REPRESENTATION OR GUARANTEE WITH RESPECT TO THE VALIDITY, ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION. THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION MAY NOT ALWAYS BE THE MOST CURRENT SOURCE OF INFORMATION.

Presentation is Provided as a Service Only

This presentation is not intended as a solicitation or offering of securities in any jurisdiction and the information contained herein should not be construed or interpreted as such. No securities commission or other regulatory authority in Canada or any other country or jurisdiction has in any way passed upon this information and no representation or warranty is made by Duluth Metals to that effect. The information in this presentation is not intended to modify, qualify, supplement or amend information disclosed under corporate and securities legislation of any jurisdiction applicable to Duluth Metals and should not be used for the purpose of making investment decisions concerning Duluth Metals’ securities.
Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements
This presentation contains forward-looking statements (including “forward-looking information” within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities legislation and “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the US Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995) concerning the business, operations, financial performance and condition of Duluth Metals. Statements related to “reserves” and “resources” are deemed forward-looking statements as they involve the implied assessment, based on realistically assumed and justifiable technical and economic conditions, that an inventory of mineralization will become economically extractable. Forward-looking statements also include, but are not limited to, the realization of mineral reserve estimates, the timing and amount of estimated production, costs of production, capital expenditures, costs and timing of the development of new deposits, success of exploration activities, permitting timelines, hedging practices, government regulation of mining operations, environmental risks, unanticipated reclamation expenses, timing and possible outcome of pending litigation, title disputes or claims and limitations on insurance coverage. Generally, these forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “plans”, “expects” or “does not expect”, “is expected”, “budget”, “scheduled”, “estimates”, “forecasts”, “intends”, “anticipates” or “does not anticipate”, “believes” or variations of such words and phrases or statements that certain actions, events or results “may”, “could”, “would”, “might” or “will be taken”, “occur” or “be achieved”. Duluth Metals has relied on a number of assumptions and estimates in making such forward-looking statements, including, without limitation, the future prices of copper, nickel, platinum group metals and other minerals and metals, there being no significant disruptions on Duluth Metals’ operations, mineral recovery rates, ongoing capital, operating and exploration expenditures, and costs and timing of future exploration. Such assumptions and estimates are made in light of the trends and conditions that are considered to be relevant and reasonable based on the information available and the circumstances existing at the time the statements were made. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and such information is inherently subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that are difficult to predict and may be beyond the control of Duluth Metals. A number of risks and factors may cause actual results, level of activity, performance or achievements of Duluth Metals to be materially different from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements and there can be no assurance that such statements will prove to be accurate. Such risks and factors include, without limitation, risks related to the integration of acquisitions, risks related to international operations, risks related to joint venture operations, actual results of current exploration activities, actual results of current reclamation activities, requirements for additional capital, conclusions of economic evaluations, changes in project parameters as plans continue to be refined, currency exchange rate fluctuations, possible variations in mineral reserves, grade or recovery rates, failure of plant, equipment or processes to operate as anticipated, accidents and labour disputes, delays in obtaining governmental approvals or financing or in the completion of development or construction activities, other risks of the mining industry, and those other risks set forth in Duluth Metals’ current Annual Information Form under the heading “Risk Factors” and in its other public filings. Although Duluth Metals has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to differ materially from those contained in forward-looking statements, there may be other factors and risks that cause actions, events or results not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended. Consequently, readers should not place undue reliance on such forward-looking statements. In addition, all such forward-looking statements relate to the date on which they were made.

Duluth Metals does not undertake (and disclaims any intention or obligation) to update or revise any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, save and except as may be required by applicable securities laws. The forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are expressly qualified by this disclaimer.

Cautionary Note to United States Investors Concerning Estimates of Measured, Indicated and Inferred Mineral Resources
This presentation uses the terms “Measured”, “Indicated” and “Inferred Mineral Resources” in accordance with the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (CIM) Definition Standards. While such terms are recognized under Canadian securities legislation, the United States Securities and Exchange Commission does not recognize these terms. The term “Inferred Mineral Resource” refers to a mineral resource for which quantity and grade or quality can be estimated on the basis of geological evidence and limited sampling and reasonably assumed, but not verified, geological and grade continuity. These estimates are based on limited information and it cannot be assumed that all or any part of an “Inferred Mineral Resource” will be upgraded to a higher classification resource, such as “Indicated” or “Measured”, as a result of continued exploration. Accordingly, an estimate relating to an “Inferred Mineral Resource” is insufficient to allow meaningful application of technical and economic parameters or to enable an evaluation of economic viability. Under Canadian securities legislation, estimates of an “Inferred Mineral Resource” may not form the basis of feasibility or other economic studies. Investors are cautioned not to assume that all or any part of an “Inferred Mineral Resource” is economically or legally mineable. Investors are also cautioned not to assume that all or any part of “Indicated” or “Measured Mineral Resources” will ever be converted into “ Mineral Reserves” (being the economically mineable part of an “Indicated” or “Measured Mineral Resource”).

Disclosure of Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves
Readers are advised that National Instrument 43-101 of the Canadian Securities Administrators requires that each category of mineral resources and mineral reserves be reported separately. Readers should refer to the Annual Information Form of Duluth Metals for the current financial year and other continuous disclosure documents filed by Duluth Metals. Such information is available on Duluth Metals’ corporate profile page on SEDAR which can be accessed at www.sedar.com and is subject to the qualifications and notes set forth therein.
Although a Junior Exploration Company, the Duluth Metals/Twin Metals geologic team has advanced the understanding of mineralization within the Duluth Complex well beyond the norm.

This fundamental understanding is the result of several factors:

- Detailed geological mapping within the Duluth Complex,
- Comprehensive compilation of historic drill hole assay data,
- Extensive drilling (>1,000,000 Ft.) within the region,
- Fundamental research in similar magmatic systems (Antarctica),
- Integration of these data into exploration models, and most importantly,
- Questioning geologic thought & ore deposit models.
Understanding the Big Picture

The Duluth Metals approach to exploration attempts to understand ore deposits as final expressions of multi-scale Earth systems that focus mass and transfer energy to ultimately form ore deposits.

This approach to mineral exploration leads to systematic, scale-dependent targeting models and allows for the recognition of the largest-scale footprints of ore-forming systems.

We’re searching for giant World-Class ore deposits
The Lake Superior Mining District
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Duluth Complex Cu-Ni-PGE deposits will add an another 100+ years of production into perhaps the most important mining district on the North American Continent.
Bedrock Geology, NE Minnesota

Modified from Miller et al., 2001
The two gravity anomalies (+50 & +70 milligals) imply intrusive roots more than 13 km deep (Allen and others, 1997)
Duluth Complex Mineral Resources

On the cusp of developing one of the world’s most important new mining districts.

**Nokomis**
550 Million Tonnes Indicated
- 0.639% Cu, 0.200% Ni
- 0.660 ppm Pt + Pd + Au

274 Million Tonnes Inferred
- 0.632% Cu, 0.207% Ni
- 0.685 ppm Pt + Pd + Au

**Maturi**
- 120 Million Tonnes
- 0.67% Cu, 0.25% Ni
- 380 ppb Pt + Pd + Au

**Spruce Road**
- 529 Million Tonnes
- 0.43% Cu, 0.15% Ni

**Nickel Lake**
- Cu-Ni-PGE

**Birch Lake**
- 169 Million Tonnes
- 0.56% Cu, 0.17% Ni
- 932 ppb Pt + Pd + Au

**South Fillson Creek**
- Cu-Ni-PGE

**Dunka Pit**
- Cu-Ni-PGE

**NorthMet**
- 910 Million Tonnes
- 0.27% Cu, 0.08% Ni
- 400 ppb Pt + Pd + Au

**Mesaba**
- ~1 Billion Tons
- 0.43% Cu, 0.09% Ni
- plus Pt + Pd + Au

**Serpentine**
- 257 Million Tons
- 0.42% Cu, 0.14% Ni

**Wetlegs**
- 38 Million Tons (surface)
- 0.57% Cu equivalent
- 16 Million Tons (underground)
- 0.94% Cu equivalent

**Wyman Creek**
- Cu-Ni-PGE

**Titanium Resources**
- ~220 Million Tons
- ~10% TiO₂
100% Duluth Metals lands within this area include:

1) The junction of the Nickel Lake Macrodike and the South Kawishiwi Intrusion;

2) The Eastern basal contact zone of the South Kawishiwi Intrusion;

3) Within the Bald Eagle Intrusion.
DM’s New Bedrock Geology Map

Target Types

Ni-rich Massive Sulfide

Pt-Pd Reefs w/ Cr

Disseminated Cu-Ni-PGE

Have other companies spent the time and energy creating their own internal geologic maps??
Regional Magmatic Flow Model

1. Magma ascends through a mantle feeder dike
2. Sulfide saturation occurs while magma incorporates sedimentary rocks (Virginia Fm sulfidic argillites)
3. Rift-parallel faulting opens a sub-horizontal space (NLM) that magma traverses to the SW along
4. Subhorizontal sill intersects an active transform fault and magma sills out (to NNW) to form the Spruce Road Deposit
5. Continued flow lifts the hangingwall Anorthosite as sill-like magma fingers traverse to the WSW
6. Much Later – The Bald Eagle Intrusion intrudes in a “Trap Door” fashion structurally higher than the SKI
The volume of the South Kawishiwi Intrusion was >2,000 km$^3$
Pending Federal Prospecting Permits on these two properties gives Duluth Metals exploration rights on the magma conduit that formed all of the South Kawishiwi Intrusion Cu-Ni-PGE mineralization.

The Nor’East property is the best exploration target I’ve personally ever known (~25 years).
• An understanding of common features of magmatic Ni-Cu-PGE deposits is required in order to get a grasp on the potential significance of the SKI & NLM.

• Massive sulfide may accumulate at the base of intrusions in areas where the velocity of the magma lessens.

• Such accumulations form a hot disordered mass which cools to form Ni-Fe sulfides and a Cu-PGE rich sulfide liquid.

• Sulfides in the SKI are highly enriched compared to typical magmatic sulfide deposits; in fact they are similar to in metal tenor footwall veins in Sudbury.

• Are the disseminated sulfides in the SKI simply the Cu-PGE rich fractionated liquid that evolved out of an extremely large Ni rich massive sulfide body?

Recalculated to 100% sulfide, Nokomis mineralization averages about 23% Cu, 6% Ni, and nearly 1 oz/ton TPM.
So Where’s the Nickel?

There appears to be only two answers to this question.

- It’s not there and never was, but ....
  - Not supported by data

- We haven’t found it yet, but what about ....
  - The base of the Nickel Lake Macrodike
  - The junction of the Macrodike and South Kawishiwi Intrusion
  - At great depth in some unknown place
Nickel Lake Macrodike: The Facts

• Has Cu-Ni-PGE along the northern margin.
• Contains large exotic xenoliths (e.g., BIF).
• The junction with the SKI is marked by a “logjam” of wall rock xenoliths.
• The logjam is interpreted to have formed due to a drop in the velocity of the magma.
• New AMS data has shown that the NLM magmas flowed horizontally to the Southwest.
The Bald Eagle Intrusion is the MOST MAFIC intrusion within the Duluth Complex. As such, the intrusion has potential to host Platinum-rich Reef type deposits associated with layers of Chromite.
Stratiform PGE Mineralization

A broad definition
- 1 - 10 meter thick horizons
- laterally continuous (up to 100’s of km)
- 1 - 20+ ppm PGM
- association with chromitite horizons and/or sulfides (0.5 - 5 wt.%)

World class examples
- Merensky reef (Bushveld)
- UG2 chromitite (Bushveld)
- J-M reef (Stillwater Complex)
- Platinova (Skaergaard)
- MSZ (Great Dyke)
The Land O’ Dixie Property
Searching for stratiform mineralization within the Bald Eagle Intrusion

Intrusion anatomy
• Dunite, troctolite and gabbro
• Foliated and modally layered
• Presence of stratiform VTEM anomalies

Strong similarities with other reefs
• Plume influenced continental rift-related
• Upper gabbro present
• Magmatic unconformities present

Subcrop of BEI melatroctolite along Dunka River Rd; photo by G. Sweet (2010)
New Drill Core Facility, Ely Minnesota